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Figure 1: Geometric tools for annotating framing properties such as head position, size and direction. Features such as shot size (e.g. Close Up) can then be extracted from this annotation, as well as shot type (e.g. Over-The-Shoulder shot).

A multitude of annotation tools and annotation formats for the analysis of audiovisual documents are available and address a wide range of tasks (see Elan [SW08] and Anvil [Kip10]). Existing approaches however remain restricted in the visual elements they can annotate on the screen: for example annotating on-screen arrangements of characters so as to evaluate continuity editing over shots is problematic with most annotation tools and languages. It would indeed be beneficial to have an annotation tool dedicated to filmic studies with a format that would be able to not only provide insight in analytical approaches, but also to support generative approaches, such as reproducing framings and shot sequences in 3D environments from annotated examples of real movies (in a way similar to [RGB13] yet with a more precise annotations). In this paper, we propose an annotation language broadly suited to analytical and generative cinematography systems. The language observes the axes of timing, spatial composition, hierarchical film structure, and link to contextual elements in the film.

Our filmic annotation tool allows flexible and intuitive annotation of visual cinematographic elements. First, the annotation language used by the tool reflects a film structure: a film is composed of scenes, sub-scenes (eg. flashbacks), cuts or transitions, shots and frames.

Then, on top of adding existing textual features to frames, shots, sequences or films (location, characters, event, actions performed), the key feature of our tool is to perform on-screen annotations dedicated to framing properties. Classical tools such as Anvil [Kip10] for example offer the possibility to place points on the image and label them using text. However annotating all cinematographic features this way is time consuming and is more of a workaround than a practical solution.

In our tool, users select the actor they want to annotate and place a 3D mesh representing a head that they handle in such a way that it corresponds to the desired actor’s position, size and orientation on the image 1. For instance, positioning, rotating and resizing the 3D head is enough to annotate: head and eyes position, as well as orientation and on-screen size, and is a basis to reason on shot size and shot angle. For a given shot, only key-frames are annotated. Key-frames are automatically proposed and users can insert or remove them. The annotation tool is made available to the community† with a presentation of the annotation format.

The design of such a language opens many possibilities including analytical research on the style, positioning of the camera, and precise framing as well as in generative systems where camera framings and styles can be replicated using the annotations in virtual 3D environments with applications to automated and interactive cinematography.

The wealth of data collected in the annotation combined with learning techniques could also bring deeper understanding to the cognitive science behind cinematography, which would help us design more sophisticated and user-adapted camera planning techniques and systems.
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† http://cinematography.inria.fr/Insight